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my favorite part of the game is the new cast. the original street fighter cast had a lot of interesting
characters, but they were all fairly similar. the newer characters in ultra street fighter iv add a lot of

variety. the new roster is also quite balanced. the gameplay is excellent, the characters are fun, and the
game is great. the only thing i disliked was the extremely short length. it felt like i was playing a fighting

game with only three characters. the international versions of street fighter iv differ slightly, with the
european, australian and japanese versions containing extra bonus costumes, unlockable characters and
stage music as well as alternate gameplay modes and a few additional costumes. this release of street
fighter iv also supports the following six-button configurations: [15] whether you're fighting ryu, ken,

chun-li, rufus, guile, rose, birdie, blanka or sagat, there's a good chance that you'll find something new or
different to fight with in super street fighter iv. there are new moves, combos, special moves and a host
of new attacks, and even the most experienced veterans will be forced to adapt to a new style of play.
those that stick with the old, familiar moves will be able to dominate the competition for a while, but as

the game evolves, i'd expect to see them pushed around by some of the new, dynamic characters. super
street fighter iv is all about the mix of both offense and defense, and the new characters and moves

should keep that mix fresh for quite a while.
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It may not have all the extra characters of Super, but Super Street Fighter IV still has the arcade-
perfect gameplay that made the last one so good, and it adds a few more bells and whistles to its
stellar gameplay that we have yet to find in other titles. While at times the slower pace of Super

Street Fighter IV can be tedious, even for diehard Street Fighter fans, the ultimate balance between
offense and defense, the crazy combo possibilities, and the tactics a game can involve in just a
single match, make it a game that really demands attention. Super Street Fighter IV is the gold

standard for fighting games in my eyes, and well be excited to see the new iterations. Super isnt as
good as Street Fighter IV it was with guest characters, but even without them it offers up much more

in the way of variety and mechanics than most other fighting games. Enough people will probably
enjoy the game, but even if theyre lost, its great value for the money. Five out of ten. Super Street
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Fighter IV, or as I like to call it, the final installment of Street Fighter IV, allows four players to duke it
out in a play for kicks mode. In what is probably the biggest departure from anything that has

preceded it, Super Street Fighter IV implements a set of online matchmaking features. With Up to
eight players per battle, you can now fight around the world at the click of a button. Super Street

Fighter IV is an arcade fighter in the purest form, and perhaps the best of all possible ways to play it.
The only real issue with it is that you have to buy a new controller to play it, with the button layouts
closely mirrored to the arcade original. The PS3 version of this game has a separate menu designed
to make it more friendly for the console, but the button layouts are correct and the game just feels

better. 5ec8ef588b
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